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SWMARY

.- —.
. ..

‘n o~er to provide basic data on helicopter rotor-blade
motion, photographic y’ecordeof tl%ebehavior of a %lade in fllght
were obtained wfth a conventional.single-ro”torhel~copter. The
remits of me.mv.reuen%s~f Flapping motion, in-plsne motion, and .
blade distorticxm are proecntd for selected conditions or flight
a% tip-speed ratios renging from 0.12 to 0.25. The flapping end
in-plene measurements were reikoed to Fourier series coefficients
end are presented in tabular form. Vs2uea of measured flapping
motion were ccm~areii‘#.ththeoretically calculated vd~es, and
agreement waa found to be good enough to render the theory useful,
within the rsmge of condit:oiistes”~d, in such problems as
estimation of control dispiacaant for trim and static-stability
determination and ia the design of the rotor hub. The Iaz-gest
deviation between predicted and measm”ed flapping motion were
noted in the rather Hmited C15ELTIcondltims tested and further
examination of this deviation appears desirable.

Periodic in-plme motian due to air forces was shown to be
mull, having an emplittie of’a%out 1° at a tip-speed ratio bf
o .2P. This fact sfmpktfles the desfgn ~robhm fnvolved In
tinimiztzzgdamper loads. The mean drag angle is found to be
proportional (within *3 percent) to the rotor torque divided by
the squme of the rotational speed over a wide range of flight
conditions, which suggests the use of the drag angle in devistig
a simple Bemice torquemeter for the helicopter. The agreement
between measuzzedand predicted drag sngles is considered adequate
to warrsnt confidence In the predicted values in designing the
rotor huh.

.—

Plots of blade twisting and blade bending in tho pl~e of
flapping are presented for a ssmple case. The outer quarter of
the blade was concave downward during most of or all of each
revolution for every condition exmined, which indicates the need
for including tip-loss factors in Made-stress calculations.
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INTRODUCTION

The alility to predict the motion of the blafiesGf a flapphg
ro’toris of fundamental importance in the solution of many rOtiry-
wing problems. Information on blade-flapping motion is, for
exsmple, en importnut step in stufliesof rotor sta~ill~, sfnce
the ortentatioilof the rotor disk must be known with res~ect to
known axes. l’orthe mzue reason, an understanding of the flapping
motion provides a baaie for tie predlcticm of required control
displacements for trim. A knowledge of in-plane motion and blade
distortions Is essentls,lto studies of blade stresses and rotor
vibration. A%ility to predictiblade motion Is also necessary for
the rational design of the rotor hub,specifically the stop settings
end hearing positions.

. . -.
.ltt.o~~ mum experim&ri%l and”-theoretical blade-rn~tiondata

are available for aukoglrm, little data have %een published for
the power-on helicopter condition. Blade-motion theory as presented
in reference 1 is equally applicable to pcwer-on and autgrotative
fll@rt ccndit{ons.,but, becau.aeof the difference in the direction
of fl-owthrourh the disk and the accompanying changes in distrlku-
tion of applied forces, use of correction factors for the helicopter
condition aa detdmnined from comparieous of theoretical and

●

experimental auto@ro data is questi_onabl+3.
.-

In view of’these
facts, a test program was started to obtain data on helicopter”
blade motion. The present pnper @ves results obtained in selected

#

conditions of fli~ht. The tests were ccnducted In the Flight
Research Division of the Lsi@ey Memorial Aeronautical.Laboratory.

Measurements of’flapping and in-plane mo-aon in term of
Fourier series coefffclente obtained by haxmonic enaY’,risare
presented herein along with sample blade-twlet ani.b@.ing.Wasure-
ments. The.measured flapping values are used as an experlaentsl
check on rotor theory in order to determine the usefulness of the
theory.fm various ap@ications. By establishing the degree of
agreementrbetween theoretical and experimental data, the experimental
data not on~y indicate the accuracy with which theory mey be used
for flapping predictions %ut also aid in c~ecking the adeauacy of
soresof the assumptions used in all pha~es of rotor theory. The
magnitudes an~ trends of the higher harmonics of flapping and the
periodic in-plane motion are studied as a eource of rotor vibration.
Measurements of blade twisting and bending are exsndned with a
view to aiding in the determination of some of the factors affecting
the disposition of forces on the rotor bhide in fll@t.

Although by no means exhaustive; the data presented are felt #
to be of great fundamental value in deffning the actual nature of
helicopter blade motion.

—
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DEFUIH!ICNS AK!)SYM3QLS

The terms “feathering” end “cyclic-pitch variation” as used
herein refer to the variation of rotor-blade pitch engle wii@
blade azimuth position.

-.

The “axie of ‘noi?eatinering”is the axis about which there
18 no first-harmonic foatherzng or cyclic-pitch variation. “(See
tha appendix for a detailed explanation of the use of this sxie.)

.

● ✌
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‘“

blade azfmwth angle measured from down-wind position in the
direction of rotation

.-

observed blade flapping engle; angle between the blade and the
plane perpaxiicular to the rotor-shaft u-is expresQed as -
a fm-ctim of azhnuth single $’ by the Fourier series

~~=~s-alscos$-bl ~fn$-~ecos@-b26Bfn,~ ● OS
E

%lade flapping angle; angle between blade sad the pl=e
—

perpendicular to the azis of ao feathering expressed as .-

a function of azimnth angle V by the Fourier series .

s ‘% -alcosv-hlsin~ -~cos2*-b2sin2* . . .

instmt~eous blade pitch angle at the 0.75 radius measured
with respect to the pl~e perpen~iculsr to the rotor-

..

shaft axis expressed as a function of the azimutlnangle
~ by the Fourier series
.

es.+ -A16coa$-B1#n~- ~~cos2V-B28sin 2$. ..?.
s

instsntanaous blade pitch angle at the 0.75 radius measured
with respect to the axis of no feathering expressed as a
function of the azimuth angle ~ by the Fowfer series

blads drsg angle; angle between ‘Wade and a line drawn
through the center of rotation and drag hinge (vertical.
pin), positive in the direction of rotation, ex@e”ssed
as a function of azimuth emgl.eby the Fourier series

!= ~+ E~cosw+ F@n$;X2”cos~+F2 Sin~. o-.
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true airapeed of helicopter, miles per hour

tip-speed ratio
?“$9

inflow ratio
(– )

-vB&j& - v

i~

induced velocity at the rotor

rotor angle of attack; angle between the projection of the
axfe of no f%a.t~aringin the pbe of eymetry ail a line
parTandicular to the flight path, positive when ax?.eis
pointing rearward, degrees

fu~eiage angle of attack; angle betvean relative wind and a
line in the plane of syrmne’w and perp6ndtcu&r to the
naln-rotor-shaft axis, degrees

thrust coefficient

(*)

rotor thrust,pwnds (assumed equal.to L/cos

rotor llft; pouniie

mass density of Wr, slugs per cll%icfoot

rotor angalar velocity, radians per second

roto:--bladoradius, feet

a)

shaft power drag-lift ratio; ratio of &rag equivalent of
main-rotor-shaft power absorled at a gtven airspeed to
rotor iii% (Q@L)

shaft to~que, potmd-feet
12ce

()solidity —
7rR

H

J
R cr%r
oequivalent chord, feet —

rR+arJ(-)
local chord, feet

radius to I&ade element, feet

—
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.
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I?MA mTYo. m% “5

()c#R k
Y “inms constant of rotor blade — ; ra%io of air”f“o~”es”

II‘.
to centrifugal forces

: fn~es)
b numiterof blades

.

11 mass moment of inertia of rotor blade about flapping hinge
. .

a slope of lift cod:ic?.ent against section angle of attac&
per radien (assumed equal to 5.73 in present paper)

B tip-lof3sfac”ar (taken as 0.97 in present paper)

Subscript:

s referred to rotor-shaft sxis
.

AmwATus Al!mMETHors

.—

The helicopter used in the present tests was the Sikorsky ENS-1
(- ~.-@) equipped with the origina3 production rotor blades.
Yhe biade plaa form, pertinent dimensions, and mass characteristics
are presentsd in figure 1. The Instrument installation was that
descrfbsd in detaii in reference 2 in addition to a s5-millhueter
motfon-plctcre camera moun%d r~gidly on the rotor hub and pointed
out along one blado as sho-wnin figure 2.

The blade was marked in such a way as to identify the 0.75 radius
and several other spamise stations. Targets were moun~d @sad of
and behind the blade at the 0.75 radius to permit pitch-angle
measurements.

Typical photographs 03t&fned in flight are shown as figure 3.
Blade motion was determined %y observing the manner in which the
%lade mGve& in the field of the cameya %tnichwas fixed relative to
the rotor shaft. This motion was interpreted in terms of angles
and deflections from similar photographs taken on the ground with
the blade kept slzrai@t bymeaas of a3eem and wedges and held at
known positions in space. The flappfng sad in-plene motion of the
blade was d.effnedas the motion of a line connecting me blade
root and O.n radius. ,

.

●

✎

The azimuth positions of the camera and blade were determined.
by using the tail rotor as a fixed reference. Orlentatiog in
azimuth of camera frems between those in which.the tail rotor’-
appeared was detemined by assuming constat rotor-shaft and mmera-
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film speeds over the interval. Fmues were oriented in azimuth
to a precision of it?”.

Flight tests consisted of a serfee of level-flight runB and
scme sample glideu and cllmlm. The level-flight runs covered an
aii~~p~edrange from 43 to 73 tilee per hour at fixed rotational
spmds and covered threa ro%tional ~yeeds at each end of tha
for&@-fi~w9d rmge. Simuitaueous rocorde were taken with the
cwnera and wI*I1the recording ineimumnts used for recording the
flight c~d~t~~ns.

A s&lUpieof tined&ia Ohtalnefifrom the Csmera r&comh is
given fn figure 4-,which shcws results frcm a typical test
consisting of about 200 blade positions end covering about
20 rf3vol.utfQn9.Reading accuracy for the flapping, in-plane,
ehd pitch SWIGS VW. %ith~n fO.1° sad for the tip doflectionsl
within H.1 inch, The consistency of the test point~ in f.ming

a eingle curve for the bending ?ueasuromsntssuggests that the
scatter evident in the f’lappi~ and pitch meamremnts may be
due .chiefiyto the failure of the rotor M_ade to retrece its
path in succession rew+lutima. Tine cawramay be considered
rigidly gupporhi insofar ad flapping, %cndhg, and pitch measure-
ments are concerned. In the in-pl.auedirecticn, however, play-in
the crown-housing atiachhent peymitted the cemera to W rotated
a~ muc-n8,6tO.k”. The control-linkege and blade pitching-mcnent
characteristics provide a moment which terd~ to hold the crown-
houslng at one end of its free travel, and thQ mnall scattw in
individual rwns and In cross-plct~ of’coefficients Indicab that
the play was suppressed. ThiB possfDle source of inaccuracy,
hwever, should he lmpt in miufifn interpreting the dragging-
Inotionmeamrements.

RESULTS AIVD,DJSCUSS1ON

For discuesfon and analysis of the test results, the subject
can be dividsd into three parts: flapping moticm, in-plane
motion, and --ildiedistortions.

l?lappingMotion

The flapping and feathering data obtained in flight are
summarized in table 1. Values are given that dsterm’tn~the flight
condition, the meawred flapping
motion of the blade with respect

1266
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—

mo~ion (that is, the flapping
to the,ehaft), and the measuiied #
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feaiherfng motion (that 1s, the cyclic-pitch variation with respect
to the !Slai%,due primartly to tineccntrol setting). The measured
flapping end featfiorir~values are presented in terms of Fourier
ssrios coefficients obtained by harmonic anelysis of the flapping
end piich-mgl.e data.

13edcc%ionof daia,to pure fkpp~————- w systen.- a order to
compue the maasured .W@ping notions vitiit~oretfcal predtctionti,
the act-ualflapplng-fedthsriag system was reduced to an equivalent
pure flaypip~ system, Flapping was referred to an axis almut
which tkre was no ftrs-:-harmoniccyclic-pitch variation, which
has lxan dafhxti as the axis of no %athering. The simple con-
versions of measured flapping and featlle>ingcoefficients to the
fZapping coefficients referred to the axis of no feathering are
given in the appendix. The fl&.ppingcoefficients referred to the
axis of no feathering are given in table T.

. —

T’heretical calculations.- Flapping coefficients were calculated
using—t=f=c~-c=-of reference 3 Zn conjunction wfth the
thrust and flapping-motion equations of raference 1. Calculations
w6re made usiuqgexperimental values of tineperformance parmneters
c~/cL v, end P/L. Since the theoretical expressions for the

●

flapping coefficients are given in reference 1 in terms of the.
variables L, 0, and V, it was first necessary to d.ctemine L
and (3 for the givm conditions. The varia31e e was determined
from the charts of reference 3 which define 6 for given values
of Pfi~,u,”azd (2+ and for a fixed profile-drag polar. Vith
the value of o known, x was obtained from equation (6) of

-.

reference 1 which relates C#a, X, 8, end V.

(%hfii%bfc~s for ~e~81 flf@t were mde for ~ee ~oup8 of CT
corresponflingto the three rotational speeds for which data were
obtainsd In flight. For each value of CT, the variation of P/L
with ~ was o%tained %y fairing through the experimental velues
with a-theoretical variation of P/L with v used as a guide.
For the glide and climb conditions, theoretic~ values of the
flapping coefficients were calculated for the actual flight con-
ditions measured in each case. .

Si@lificance of-Fourier series coefficients.- For the purpose
of snalysis, the flapping tiotionis exsmined in terms of the .._
coefficients of the following Fourier series:

Physically> these coefficients represent the amplitudes of the
sinusoidal motions which, when added, will pro~uce the actual

.-
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flapping motion. The coefficient ~, for example, represents
the steady ccning angle. The coefficient q represents the
amplitude of zmwward tilt Gf the disk with respect to the axfs
of no feathering, and bl represents the degree to which the disk
16 ttlte& laterally toward the a~vancing side. ne higher ,
harmonics, a2) ~p) ~ 9

2
and so forth determine the departure

of the throe-quar!%r- adiv.sstation from a plane, Although
the8e higher-hmmonic coefficients are quite small, they are
si@iffcant in stltiiesof rotor vibration,

Q2Ke@son of the~retic~~ -ults ~t~ expf=~~ent~ -~te
for level fliW.t.- Thc flight values of the flapping coefficients—.—
and pitch angle for the level-flight conditions are compared with
theory in figure 5, The measured coefficients fod each of the
groups of CT were ad~usted to mesa values (CT = oooc146, 0.0055,
and 0.0063) nsin~ an increment based on the calculated va.rlatlon
of flapplng coefficient with CT. Although the adjustments were
~all.~d did not alter the re8ults matcjrlal,ly,they dfd ~uce
the scatter in the da~~ in every case.

In figure 5(5) measured and calculated coning angles are seen
to be in good agreement; ao was unde~eetimated by less than 1/2°.
The theory is thus seen to predict cloeely the average radial
center-of-pressurepoettfoq. The variations of the coning angle
with P azzd CT are qu!te well predicted except for tie higher
values. In this connection, the Gbswvations of stelling on the
retreatin~ %lade are pertinent. Various deWee8 of’ttp stalling
wore observed at higher speeds and high thrust coefficients,and
at the hldheet measured value of v (0.25), the tip of the %lede
was stalled for approximately one-fourth of each revolution.
Stalllng measurements for these speeds ar.d..thrustcoefficients
are presented and discussed in reference 4. The test point
for u u 0.25 represents a condition of severe stall. A definite
decrease In coning an@e, as compued with the trend.of the rest
of the data, is shcwn in the figure for thfs condition. Thi a
decrease is presumably due to the 10US of lift on the retreating
tip resultln~ from stall.

In figure 5(b), the longitudin~–flapping coefficient al is
also seen to b.cUn&restimatd.; the dis~eement %ecomes larger at
the higher values of v end CT. This increase in di.segreement
with fnoreasing values of u ~a—q might h acecwted for by
the increasing region of angles of attack on the retreating side
that fall a%ove the lfnear portion of the lift curve. t’iththe
excgption of the con~ition for eevere stalling, the predicted and
measured value% differ by less than 1°.

,

. .

,

,
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(2)

whara K + 1 is tke Yatio of the in~uced velacity at ths rear of
tinedfek to the mean inducefivelocity, titlna linear vw-iatfon
from frcat to mar aei3med. T% valuo of K use~ was computed
using tha tangon% ap~ro-xir..ationof-figure ~ of reference 6. -=Q
rwnzltirg ciirvw differs from the correeg6nflingtest points %y
less than 1°. Zt a~pears possible &.at the greater park of the=
remaining disc~ep~cy can ‘kwaccounted ?cr by more reflnd treat-
mentxiof the effects of imiuced flow patkerne.

The Coefficimlis ~ and B* are small as shfi= in figure 5[d)
ml, although tinea~eemmt is poor en s percent%e h~~isj the

order Gf uagr.izudearrdvariations of coning angle with CT and v
are quite satisfactory, The effects of stall are a~ain evifient
in the test point for w = 0.250 M should lo pofnted out that the
presericeof sonicsecond-henmzonicfeatl.erhg (ace tabla Z)
necessarily affected the second-harmonic flappiug values. These “
higher harmonics of feathering rasuit from play and nonl.ineerity
in the ?iLads-feathwing hnkage end from periodic Slada tnst$ng.
Exminattcm of’t.haproblem leeiisto the opinion, hcwe~er, that the
deglwe of a~es~rit shown would not be 6t@f’fC~t~y affected by
application of a cfxrrectionto the measw-ed ~la.ppingfor the effect
cf this Teathsrir,g. The maaaared third harmonics as and b3 are
presented In fQure 5{e). No theoretical miues are given since
tha equaticxisus~d axtended only through tha secorm!lharmonics. The
third ha?monics are seen to bo quite suall. (The scale is five
times that for a2 and b2.]

The abrupt increase in the second end third harmonics in the
conilltionof extreme stall is interesting in connection with the
pilot’s reporte of severs vibration in the highly s+~lled condition.

Tn figure ~(f) the calculated value of mean pitch angle is
compared with the theoretical vqlue. The coefficient ~ fs seen
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Examination oktable 12, togother with We le~el-fl%ht c~-
parison cf figure 5, shows how the deaee of eeee~~t between
thsory and experiment is affected by flighk.condition. In g~erd.,
agreemeat is letter for glides end pcorer for clitis tkm.nfor level
flight. Theory app9ars to underpredict the rate of chsnge cf
the coefficients with P/L. This discrepancy in trend i3 not f=lt
to be large eno@ to impair seriously the general usefulaeas of
the theory hut is considered to warrant further investigation.

Effect of ~file dr~. - Xn tho theoretical calculations,—.
one a=&~ion In ~3di’~iG~to the assumptions gaverning the
gtineraltheoretical equeticms was tie. !I%eprofl% dr~ of the
blades tested.was ascnzmedto be represented %y the polar on
which the perfo~ce charts of l’efarence3 are based. Both
perfomnence measurement~ of the ackual rotor and wind-tunnel
tosis on a portion of’q e~hflar blade Inticate’tk.atthe prcflle
drag waa actually much higher than that ammmed. Accordingly,
eexnplecsiiculationewore made assuming a drag polar wtth 30 Pement -
hi~her profile &-ag to detemfne the effects of FIG asaumed pro-
file drag. The effects on the qredictedflapphg coefficients
wera very small and t% sO-pe~went increase in ~offle drag
resulted in a changa of less them 2 percent In the coefftcfente.
Qhe predicted Yal.ueof & was decreasdl about 0.4°, however,
which Improved the agreemmt between oe.lcul.atedsad measured
v~uos (fig. ~(f)) appreciably.

.Ganeral remarks.- Yn order to Illustrate more clearly the— .—
over-all egreement betweep calcmated and measured flapping, the
resultant flappi~ motions as calculated end as measured for a
sample caee are compared fn figuxa 6. The maximumdiscrepancy

,

,
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i., seen to %43about 1*”;which is mall encugh to warrant the use
of the theoretical coning angle and flapping mot$on in designing
the rotor hub.

The agreement between the theoretical and measured longitudinal
and lateral flaFping angles (&own in fig. 5 to be within 1°) is
considered to $ustify use of the theory for the solutfon of
problas in which a knowledge of the orientation of the plsne of
the 0.75 radiue under different conditions 3s desired. For example,
the orientation of the plane of the rotor disk mud be known h
predictions of control required for trim and in the design of the
rotor hub.

In connection with helicopter static stability, the rates of
change of the lateral and longitudinal flapping angles with thrust
coefficient and tip-epeed ratio are significant.. The experimental
and theoretical trends ehown in figure ~ are felt to be in suffi-
cient agreement to indicate that the theory will prove useful in
the stu~v of helicopter static stability, at lea~t for preliminary
examination of the problems involved. In arriving at thts con-
clusion, the effect of adjusting the valuea of the flapping
coefficients to constant-power conditions was exemlne~.

Zn connection with stability studies, it should be mentf&d
that lmowledga of the orientation of the plane of the 0.75 radius
does not strictly define the direction of the rotor resultant
force. Availatle theoretical treatments end experimental results

> indicate that, in connection with the stability end control
studies referred to, the error involved in ignoring the ccxnponent
of tilereeultsnt force In the plene of rotation is, In general,
not significant. A fvl.1discussion Of this point is felt to be
%eyond the scope of the

Measured
condition are
coefficients

&d where &

Wllues of

—
present paper.

In-Plane Motion

blade in-plane motion for each flight
given in table III in terms of

t@ E, end F, where

cos$+F1sin V+ E2”cos ~+

Is the angle between the IMlde

the Fourier serlee

F2sin~+ . . . (2)

axis and a line
through the-axis of rotation and the drag hfnge. The drag hinge
is the”vertical.pin which allows the Made freedom of hotion in
the plane of the-disk.
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~eri~io In-plane ll10ti031.- Periodic ~-plane motion arioes
from ~w; sources - air~ and “mechanical-forces.” The term
%echanioel forces” as used herein reFreserrtsthe in-plsne forceq
due to the chenging moment of ineytla.dx?ing each revolution of
the flappfng blade with respect to its shaft.

Fouz-lerseries coefficients obtained from harmonic amalysia
of the measured periodic”in-plane motion were calculated in cmler
to determ~.nethe ms,gni.tudeeof the variou6 harnmlcs. s~:e the.
%ESCber.ical”part of the in-plane motion, caused by first-hatinic
flappin# with respect to the shaft, is a funotion of fuselage
center-of-gravityposition &nilfuselage pitching moments and has
no fundamental elgnificerm, this motion, as calculated from
angular mouientumconsideratiorw (using the treatment of reference 7),
wa~ subtracted from the first-harmonic coefficients in order to
study the “remair.ingin-plane motion caused by air forces, The
motion due to a~r forces was found to have a relatively small
amplitude over the entire range of conditions tested and to roach
a maximum of shout 1° at a tip-speed ratio of 0.27.

%%9 measured p9riodic in-plane motion has been plottsd for
a seiiplecase in figure 7, along with the motion due to air forces
alone. The motion due to air forces alone was determined by
subtracting tne calculated “mechanical” contribution to the
motion from the measured-motion. It may be noted that the maximum
air-force contributions to the periodic i.n-phe motfon occur at
approximately $ = 1’70° emd V = 350°0

As has been pointed o!zt,the phase end emplitude of the
“mechemical” input depend upon the flapping motion relative to
the shaft. For the conditfon shown in figure 7, the “mechanical”
input is seen to add to the air-foroe input. The “mechsnicaln
input may be varied by changing the ccmbinatton o.fshe$t angle
and control position, through use of a horizontal control surface
for example or by variatioa of the fumlage center-of-gravity
position. ‘Jhechangee in “nmchanical” input with normal fuselage
cemter-of- ravity variations may result in motions of the order

8of 3° to 4 which are large with resp8ct._tothe @r-fo.W_e .@Put~
Since the “mechsnfcal” input is under the designer’s control,
design center-of-gravity positions (rele.tiveto the shaft) maY
be chosen so as to offsetito a large degree the motion due to
air forces and.thus blade in-plane etresses and vibrations in
the helicopter due to demper loads ma$’be reduced.

.

Mesn drag anZe.- The mean drag angle in radians is given.—
approximately by the expression --

to=-” Q

)be(M02rag)(&+ 1
(3)

o

n
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where

Q

b

e

M

r
Cg

rm

main-rotor-shaft torque input, pound-feet

number of %Uiles

distence from drag
feet

blade mass, slugs

radial position of
frqm drag hinge

radial %os$tim of
f~$omdrag hhgs

13

hiage (vertical pin) to axis of rotation,

blade center of gravity, feet; measured
.

resultant drag force, feet; measured

Equation (3) indicates that for.a $iven rotor tinemean drag. .
angle is essen%ldly a fui.c%ionof Q~O~. Since the raflialposftion
of the rem.iiant aerodynamic force r~ 5.svery large with respect
to e (rti is on tlnoorder.of 0.7R), *W drag e.@_e ehouZd Be ,
relatlmly insensj.ti?e%9 clzsngasin r~.f. I’orexsmple, w%sn

‘df = u.7R, a fi30-pe~centvaz-ititfonIn r~+ in equation (3)
produces onl~ a &!-&rcon% change !n 30.

Th figlme 8, neawmed TalI_msof the ratio of the rotor-shaft
power to the cuye of the rotor Yotationsl speed (proportional ‘
to Q/$22) are plotted against measured drag angles. The test
pofnts rayreseiita variety of cmil~tiozm of flight including
level fl~ght from the speed.for miafim.zupower to top speed, climbs,
and autoroiation. It is oeea that excellent correlation exists;
the max.lmwnscatter is,abmzt 3 perc=~t from a mean straight line,
which Is tlm order of accuracy of the measmements. The linearity
of these data suggests tinatthe theoretical relation should be
useful la interpreting drag angle ih terms of main-rotor-shaft
torque. A mechanical d6tice which indicated the mean dr~s@le
wculd prcwido a simple moans of Ind.fcatingchanges in power
absorbed by the main rotor end, if calfbre.ted,could be used’
as a service torquemeter. lf a probable repres~tatiye value of’
the radial ~sition of the resultant aerodynamic drag force fs
assumed, such as O.@l or O.&, the drag engles for the various
power conditions can be predicted from equation (3) to tithin
about 1/2°. This approach thus appears to be accurate eno@ to
be useful in desl@ng the rotor hub.

.

..

.-
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Blade Distortions

Bh.de twis~. - Sample measurements of %lade torsional..—
defozmaticm were made for 8n extreme case, a velocity of 70 miles
per hour at which a largo area of stall w& encountered. Values
for t%ctstoccuning between two stations were obtained by measuring
the angle of t$e 0.75-radius targets relative to the center

.

chofiwise strip at the O.w radius. (See fig. 3.) These values
are plotted agai~st azimuth @e in f@ure 9. The measurements
are of interest in that tlneyisolate the twisting caused by the
air forces on the oute~’part of the blsde, The periodic twist
is seen to be of the order of *1/3° with about -O.1° mean twist.
Approximate calculations indicate that in order to produce +1/3°
twist a center-of-premmre travel of the order of *1.5 percent of
the chord is required and thmt.tie mean twfst corresponds to a
displacement of the center of presswe from the center of gravity
of ahoui 112 pexccnt of tho chord. Tinee:fect of stalling and
the
tho

and

associated diving .mament-anthe blade twist is evfdeqced by
dip in the cm’ve of-figuro gbetweon approximately 240°
3600 azimuth.

The twisting-dot~ Cn the adv=ci.ng side (high velocities
low angles) togetiier with the iwistin&up on the retreating

side (low vel&ities end high anglee) suggests that the blade
center of gra~lt~ is behind the aerodynamic center end that an
appmclabla diving-moment coefficient exists a%out the aero-
@.smic center. Some diving moment would be expected on the
blades tested due to camber caused.by fabric distortion.

.~ladebending.- IiIfigure 10, blade-bending deflection
curves are Sho-wnfor several azimuth positions in a sample case
(70 mph, 225 rotor rpm). Deflections are given relative to a
straight lfne through the hub and the 0.75 radius. The figure
indicates that the tip portion of the tlade is lent concave
downward over tine~eater part of the disk} which gives em
S-shape curve to the spa.. Inasmuch as the spenwise mass distrfbu-
tion.for the bledes tested was approximately proportional to
the chord with no concentrated masses along the span, thi~
bending indicates a def’initeloss of lift at the blade tips.
Corresponding o%serva.tionsfor other flight conditions likewise
showed this S-shape curve. Sfnce computations making no allowance
for tip losses indicate appreciable concavity upward ovor the
entire blade, it thus appears that ttp losses must.be allowed
for in-blado bending-stress cslculatl.~e.in onier to obtain
reasonably accurate answers, This indication is in agreauont
with the conclus?.onsarrived at in the theoretical examination
of tip-loss effects given in reference 8.

.
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A violent flipping-up of the outer part of the blade will be
noted in figure 10 in the region of 270* azimuth, that is, on the
retreating side of the disk. The nature of this motion is more
clearly shown in the ssmple bending data in figure 4. The cause

of this phenomenon is not fizllyunderstoo@ at the present time and
requires further investigation. There are indications that it
may involve ~ instability due to rearward ohcn?dwiseoente&of-
~vity position.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of blade-motion measumments obtained on a
helicopter in flight at tip-speed ratios ranging frcm 0.12 to
0,25, the fol.bwing conclusions ne drawn:

1. Comparisons of measured and oalcwlated flapping motions
. In&Lcated that, for the range of level-flight conditions tested,

the coning angle and the longitudinal and lateral flapping angles
may be predicted within about 1°, which renders predictions quite
useful in the desi~ of the rota? hub EULd-Tor estimations of
zequired control displacements for trim.

2. Somewhat larger deviations between predicted and measured
‘flappingmotion were noted in the ratier limited olimb aonditione
covered as compared with level-flight conditions, and further
examination of this deviation appears desirable.

3, The predicted rates of change of the lateral and longitudinal
flapping angles with tip-speed m%bio and thrust coefficient were
felt to be in sufficient agreement with the measured values to
indicate that available blade+notion theory will prove useful in
the study of helicopter statio stabi~~, at least for prelimina~
exsminati.onof the problems involved.

k. The periodic b@.a.ne motion oausedby air forces were small,

hawing an smplitude of about 1° at a tip-speed ratio of 0.2~. This
fact simplifies the design problam involved inminiaMzing demper
loads.

5. Themeen drag angle was found to be proportional to the
roto=haft torque divided by the square of the rotor angular
velocity, within about *3 ~ercent, over a wide rangp of fUght
conditions. The proportionality suggests use o~ the drag sngle
in devising a simple service torquemeter for the helicopter. The
agreement between measured and predicted lag an@es was cpneidered
adequate to warrant confidence in the predicted values in designing
the rotor hub.



.

6. Measurcnimrbs cf blade distortions showed substantial downwti “
bonding of tineouter q%rtor of the blade, prc6um@ly due @ the
lms of iift at the tip. Zt thus ay~mrs that tip 10SE%S must be
allowed for in bleds bedix-~tross calculations In otier to obtain
rei?scmibiy&cc-i*aternsrwm.

Lm@Ley Memorial Ae~ons.wticalLaboratory
National Adviso~ Cormittee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.,Februsrg 20, 19~+7 —
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CCNKERSION OF MEASXED %%LUW OF EWWEKUNG ~

3UPPqtG WITH mSPIK’Z!TO SXX TO FLAPPING

AEOUT 2HE AXIS OF NO WATHEK?XG

Reason for convcwsic~.- At the t;ae that
treatamnts, such as that of reference 1, were
rotor arr&ements involved the use of hinges
but no mechenism by means of which,feathering
with both flapping and featheri~ referred to

the basic 12.?.eoreticd.
made, the typical
to Pen?li%flapping
could be fntroduoed
the rotor shaft.

The desired orientation of tho rotar wae achieved by tlltlng the
rotor shaft. Since that time the mecheniced.mrangement fn most
designs has baen altered so that the rotor attitude is controlled
by feathering. ~ other wcriis,a controllable mount of first-
hermonic blade-pitch.chmgo is Introduced relative to the axis
of the rotor shaft. Tho two systems are aerdynemically equal; the
“blades follow the ssme path relative to space axes, as regazds
both pitch angle and flapping angle, for any Given flight condition
regartie8s of t?iemechanical means used for achieving it. This
fact may be confirmd by in&pection but has also been demonstrated
mathematically in reference 9 anl ag%in In more detail in en
unpublished analyais.

‘m practice, the present rotor systems, such as that of the
helicopter ‘testeQ,fnvdve both KLapplmg and featherfng, and, for
carqmrison with theory based on either the assumption of no
feathering or no flaFping, a conversion would be necessary. Since
the avaiIable treatment, such as that in reference 1, assume no
feathertig, it is expedient to convert to this condition.

The convers~on invblved is simply a chsnge of reference
axes, which csn be more easily understood by reference to
figure U. Figure ll{a) shows a longftudfnel cross-section
of the rotor cone for a system witinout feathering (that is, a
pure flappin$ eystem) and the longitudinal tilt of the rotor
shaft required to orient the rotor to correspond to some
particular fl.igbtc~dttfan. Yiifigure 11(3) the flight con-
dition is assumed ~Q be the ssme and hence the tilt of the
rotor gone with respect to the flight path Is the same, but

. %he tilt is achieved by a combination of shaft tilt and feathering
relative to this shaft. Tor clarity, the feathering is asswned
to %e achieved Ey a mash plate llnked in such a manner that
a 1° longitudti tf%t of the plate produces 1° of feathering in.

#



the blades when the bladeEIam in the
feathertig when the blades are alh?ii
wor~s, the blades do not chn@ pi%eh

NAGA ~ NO. ~%

lateral position end no
longiwndly ● h other
whils revolving, 8s raferrecl

to thg’plaae d’ the swmh I&he, I,ICmatta.’how the swash plate
is tfltsd.. YIn figure U(a, the “blaGesdo not cha.ge pitch au
referred.to the shaft axfa whfle revolvhg. The.axf.s.ofthe
wash plate in fi~e n(b) is thus equivfient tm the uhaf’taxlB
in figure U(a) insofar as IxModic pitch-angle varle,tionis
concerne~. Sir~cetiu?ewaeh plate need not IM rigged as’a6wme&
In this fi.gum and sinco the t-ru~sigznificancaof it6 nxla is that
no feat%rfng is Introduced relat~ve to iti~this ax+s is tezmed
the aTis of no feathering, rather Wan the eweeh-pla.teax~e. It
corroeponds to the shaft axis for an equivalent {or pure flapping)
system incmporating no mewm for feathering.

A lateral cross-eec~lon of the rotor cone, Himileuwto figure 11,
mny be drawn whioh wmild show the relacf.onshipsbetween flapping
and feathe~ing in Wilat plane.

Fxnret3slonsfor conversion.- The measured flapping (relative
to ~haft~ is expressed &e

p~=~ -alscos$-blssh$-~s cos2*-h2Esin2W. . .
e

The measured pitch angi.c(relative to sheft) is expressed as

‘es = J& -A~scoe$-13~ sin$-~ecosw-B2~ein 2+...
s

Flapping with regpect to the axis of

Pitch angle with respect to the axis

no feathering js expresse3 as

Cos 2* - %2 sin 2* . , ,

of no feathering is expremed ae

e=% -A2cos2* -B2sin 2*...,

the first-hamuonic terms becoming O by definition. Then the

.
\

.

*
. \

.

-,

.
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equat3.on6for transforrfng from the shafftax:s to the axis of no
ffiktheriugare

‘%“= ‘c,

‘% = aI.cJ‘ %J

82. +
s

., il.2= “02s

,,
% =%0

1*J = %s.,-‘,
=A

‘-3 3s
If the an@e between the perpendicular

tileairstreeu is defined as ~, the rotor
given by.

a=cts-lll
:.,

.

,,

. .

to tQe rotor shaft
sngle of attack a

and.
is .

... -.

. .

.4

. . .— ----
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Radlu8, feet****=*** ● ==”=**”*==**
SolM4.tyra tio~* ..*== •=o~*c***~.~* o.i%
Airfoil section ****~ •OOO*C=~OO*C= •~NMAl~l:

Moment of inertia about flapping h!-nge, slug-feet2 “ ●

Distance of flapping hinge from axis of zmtation ● . ● ‘ ●o
Distance of drag ~nge from axis of rotation, feet -* . 0076
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Figure l.- Physical chsra.cteristics
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Figure 2.- Camera installationon helicopterrotorhub.
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(a) t = 700. (b) y = 310°.

Figure 3.- Typical blade photographs taken in flight.
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Figure 4.- Sample data obtained from meawrements
photographs. w = 0.23; CT = 0.0055.
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Figure5.- Comparison of calculated and measured flapping
coefficients and pitch angles in level flight. 7 = 12.1.
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u = 0.2s; CT = 0.0055.
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Figure 11. - Longitudinal cross sections of the rotor cone, showing
the equivalence of a system involving both flapping and feathering
(referred to the shaft axis], to a (pure) flapping system (referred
to the axis of no feathering).


